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the direction of the deputy commissioner and carefully checked by the district officer, Frontier Tribes for purposes of village defence. They are the property of Government and they are given "under certain statutory rules.
 220.	Sir Hari Singh Gour •   If an offence is com
mitted in a settled district and the offender escapes
to the tribal tract, what means have you of bringing
him to justice ?—One of the proceedings we take is
under sections 87 and 88 of the Criminal Procedure
Code.    But the principal way by which you protect
your district against outlaws is in consultation with
the Political Agent in whose territory the offender
takes refuge.    If you are also the Political Agent
yourself you work direct.    It is to be understood
that in almost every case an outlaw takes refuge
with a tnalik, as he is called.    You make or you get
the Political Agent to make that malik responsible
for the behaviour of the outlaw, and so far as you
can,  you can bring pressure both on the relations
of the outlaw and on the malik who lives across the
border and soon that man is brought in to stand his
trial;   there have been a great many cases recently
in which outlaws have surrendered themselves for
trial.
 221.	Do you think a large percentage of offenders
are  brought to justice in that way ?—They have
been recently.    New rules on the subject were framed
by Sir John Maffey, who recognised the importance
of the matter, and I think that the rules on the whole
work pretty well.    There is an outlaw register main
tained in the district under the direct supervision
of the deputy commissioner, and he is responsible
for seeing that all particulars regarding the outlaw
and   the   offences   committed  are entered  and  the
offender is never lost sight of.
 222.	What is the percentage of offences in the five
settled districts committed by the transborder tribes ?
—That is a question for which there may not be a
correct answer even if I had the figures before me.
There is a very large percentage of dacoities and so
•on attributed to outlaws very often by the local
people, who wish to avoid the blame, which would otherwise fall upon themselves. If the man is said to have merely committed a dacoity and to have gone back into outlawry, it is frequently impossible to prove whether he did commit it or not, so that no figures would really be of any value even if I had them to give you.
 223.	I understand that the members of the jirgas
are at liberty to consult, and in fact do consult, the
deputy commissioner before they record the findings.
Is that right ?—I do not think so.    As a general rule
the file is handed over by the deputy commissioner
in person,  and he probably gives it with a short
re"sum^ of the case and points out the question which
they are called upon to answer.   The consultation,
if any, or the discussion—discussion is perhaps the
better word—takes place after the finding has been
recorded, and is merely for the deputy commissioner's
own satisfaction that that finding has been arrived
at  by reasonable methods and with perfect con
viction on the part of the members that it is a just
and   suitable  finding.    That is the  object of  the
discussion.
 224.	Do   the   jirgas   record   the   proceedings   in
writing ?—As a rule the evidence is not recorded
in extenso.    A brief note is the rule, and the whole
Mtbstance of the proceedings is usually recorded in
$he  finding, which  frequently gives a summary of
 225.	Have there been complaints that the members
of the jirgas have at times been corrupt ?—There
have, of course, been, and for that reason it is the
deputy commissioner's duty to exercise strict super
vision over the Hst,
22« Are the deputy commissioners who are appointed for these five settled districts generally senior officers ? Is it not a fact that very junior officers are appointed ?-~That occasionatty happens for a short time owing to administrative difficulties. After all. we depend for our officers on the main
 cadre of the Foreign and Political department. This province has to take what is sent to it, and it has no separate cadre of its own. If senior officers go on leave and so on and only junior officers are left, it is necessary to appoint those juniors in charge of the districts.
 227.	Is it a fact that sometimes. officers of three
years' standing have been appointed as deputy com
missioners ?—I  could  not  tell  you  off-hand.    The
information would probably be available.
 228.	In any case the officers who are appointed as
deputy commissioners have no judicial training of
any kind ?—As a rule they have judicial training,
I think.    Most of the officers, and I think, in fact,
all, during their probationary period in the Political
department have an extensive course of training in
some regular province.    The  Indian  Civilians who
come from other provinces have usually at least three
or four years'  experience in  that province,  where
they presumably receive judicial training.
 229.	Sir Arthur Froom : It is known that for the
last seven or eight years in the major provinces in
India there has been some form of self-government
which is by some people called diarchy,  and from
certain people in this province a demand has arisen
for full provincial self-government.    The demand has
been put forward by a certain section of the public
here for full provincial self-government in the North-
West Frontier Province.    Would you feel inclined
to give this Conference the benefit of your opinion
on this demand briefly with reasons ?—It is somewhat
difficult for me to do so as a Government servant.
230.	Not in detail, but generally.    You know there
are not even the Montford Reforms here, and now
there is a demand for a full provincial self-govern
ment with  a  provincial  legislative   council  in  the
North-West Frontier Province.
The Chairman : You say it is somewhat difficult to do so as a district official. I am sure the Conference desires you only to answer what you think you can answer in view of your position as a district official. If you feel you can help us in. giving an answer to the question we shall be glad to have it, but if you do not, I may tell you that you will be under no pressure.
The Witness : The only thing that I am faced with is this. My views on the subject are not very considered because I have no experience of the working of diarchy in other provinces, and that is in itself a considerable handicap in forming the views. Another point is that as a government official of a comparatively inferior status one's duty is to carry out policy and not to formulate it. One feels that to express one's views in such a situation is of very little value because the policy will be formed above and it is one's duty to carry it out. What I do feel from, the point of view of the district officer—and perhaps this I may be allowed to say—is that one anticipates with a little alarm the prospect of the executive being weakened, which will make one's hold over law and order even more difficult than it is at present, and one also views, at any rate without any pleasure, the prospect of any weakening in the influence of Khans and other people who are at present a great stand-by and of great assistance to the district officer in preserving law and order and in deciding difficult questions connected with that matter If the introduction of Reforms or self-government were to have either of these effects, I think it would make it more difficult for the district officer, who would, of course, try to do his best in any changes which might be imposed upon him by the higher authority.
281 The Chairman : I am sure the Conference is much'obliged. You have spoken with proper discretion, but I ought just to point out for clearness' sake that the actual matter put is not the questaon aTto your view if there was ^established heis a system which now exists in other provinces. The questkm went much further than that, as to what would be your view if the system now existing m ^Governors' provinces was abolished and there

